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Summary
Presidents since Ronald Reagan have required that significant rules issued by the federal government be accompanied through intra-governmental review by a cost-benefit
analysis. In addition, the Obama administration (like the
Bush administration before it) has imposed a requirement
to assess climate regulation through the lens of a figure (or
range of figures) known as the “social cost of carbon” (SCC).
The SCC estimates the benefit to be achieved, expressed
in monetary value, by avoiding the damage caused by each
additional metric ton (tonne) of carbon dioxide (CO2) put
into the atmosphere.
The impact of SCC numbers is not theoretical and has consequences for the government regulatory process and therefore for the strength of regulations on climate change that
emerge from it. Application of this tool can be problematic
to achieving optimum outcomes for society.
A growing literature indicates that developing the SCC requires assumptions that go well beyond the usual boundaries
of science or economics. It requires many judgment calls that
are hidden in complex economic models and largely invisible
to policymakers and stakeholders.
The Obama administration has formulated a standardized
approach to estimating the SCC for all new federal rules
issued that would regulate greenhouse gases. In the case of
climate change, the government calculates the cost imposed
on society globally by each additional tonne of carbon dioxide (CO2), the main greenhouse gas. These include health
impacts, economic dislocation, agricultural changes, and
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other effects that climate change can impose on humanity.
The benefit to society of avoiding those costs is summed up
in the social cost of carbon.
In 2009 an interagency team of U.S. government specialists,
tasked to estimate the SCC, reported a range of values from
$5 to $65 per tonne of carbon dioxide. The choice of a final
figure (or range of figures) is, in itself, a major policy decision,
since it sets a likely ceiling for the cost per tonne that any federal regulation could impose on the economy to curb CO2. At
$5 a tonne, government could do very little to regulate CO2;
at $65, it could do significantly more. Higher SCC numbers,
such as the United Kingdom’s range of $41–$124 per tonne
of CO2 with a central value of $83,1 would justify, from an
economics perspective, even more rigorous regulation.
This paper discusses the limitations that the special nature
of climate change imposes on cost-benefit analysis and its
constituent parts, primarily focusing on the estimation of
the SCC. It explains in plain English the various steps in
calculating the SCC, the weaknesses and strengths of those
calculations, and how they are used to inform climate policy.
The aim is to help policymakers, regulators, civil society,
and others judge for themselves the reliability of using the
resulting numbers in making policy decisions. Framed as a
series of questions and answers, it also allows these stakeholders to understand the current debate within the economics
community as to whether climate policy is a special case for
which standard cost-benefit and SCC tools of the trade are
not adequate to assess policy options.
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Introduction
As the U.S. federal government uses its rulemaking authority to
address greenhouse gas emissions, it is important to understand
the social cost of carbon (SCC) and its role within the process.
When the federal government considers regulation, many
values are at play, and the process engages various expertise
including law, climate science, engineering, economics, and
public policy as well as reaching out to consider the views of
stakeholders. SCC provides a dollar figure, or range of dollar figures, that estimate the value of social benefits accrued
by acting to reduce climate change. Because of the internal
government process for evaluating proposed regulations, the
SCC dollar figure, which is a tool devised by economists, can
have significant impacts on decisionmakers if they approach
regulation from the point of view that the cost per tonne to
curb CO2 should not be greater than its presumed effectiveness
in achieving the result. The SCC value can also be misused if
the limitations and caveats inherent in its estimation are not
considered.
This paper takes no direct position on the merits of using costbenefit analysis or estimating the social cost of carbon. Instead,
it seeks to give non-economists a basic understanding of why
and how SCC is calculated and to raise important points about
its use, limitations, and assumptions.

Box 1

Carbon, CO2, or Greenhouse Gases?

Since many different greenhouse gases of varying strengths contribute to climate change, scientists use the concept of CO2 equivalent
(CO2 –eq) to sum their climate change impacts. In calculating the
CO2 –eq, scientists also consider timescale because various greenhouses gases differ widely in their persistence in the atmosphere.
However, in making the calculation of social cost of carbon, U.S.
regulators as of mid-2011 have considered only the effects of regulating CO2, largely because of a lack of data on compound-specific
impacts of climate damages (although efforts have been undertaken
to expand the scope beyond just CO2).1,2 CO2 alone accounts for
roughly 70% of the climate effects from greenhouse gases.
Notes
1.		 Alex L. Marten and Stephen C. Newbold, Estimating the Social
Cost of Non-CO2 GHG Emissions: Methane and Nitrous Oxide
(U.S. EPA National Center for Environmental Economics,
Working Paper No. 11-01, 2011).
2.		 U.S. Dept of Energy, Final Rule Technical Support
Document: Energy Efficiency Program for Commercial and Indus. Equipment: Small Electric Motors,
Appendix 15A. Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory
Impact Analysis under Exec. Order 12866 13 (Mar. 9,
2010) [hereinafter IWG Report], available at http://www1.eere.
energy.gov/buildings/appliance_standards/commercial/sem_finalrule_tsd.html.

1. What Is the Social Cost of Carbon?
The SCC is an estimate of the monetized damages associated
with an incremental increase in greenhouse gas emissions in
a given year. Another way of saying this is that the SCC is a
measure of the benefit of reducing greenhouse gas emissions
now and thereby avoiding costs in the future. As a very simple
example, if emissions damage coral reefs, which in turn discourages tourists from visiting Australia, one cost incurred
will be lost revenue to the tourist industry. Avoiding that cost
is a benefit.
When economists seek to estimate the SCC, they must find a
way to estimate the physical and human damages caused by
CO2 emissions and the resulting climate change. This enters
the realm of scientists researching how growing greenhouse
gas emissions are likely to affect the climate system. Climate
scientists endeavor to understand a wide variety of harms
that can range from more frequent extreme weather events
to changes in normal, local climate patterns, to the direct and
indirect consequences of ice-free summers in the Arctic.
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Economists do not second-guess the scientists. But they do
pick and choose among the latter’s many estimates, making
judgments about which to include in the economic modeling
of damages, and funneling the climate science through their
own methods of modeling the world. As explained in more
detail in Section 4, SCC estimates are calculated by taking—or
trying to take—into consideration learning from climate science about a wide variety of factors such as net agricultural
productivity loss, human health effects, and property damage
from sea-level rise and changes in ecosystems. Economists
fit some subset of these factors into one or more “integrated
assessment models” (IAMs), as described later in this paper,
to provide a single consistent framework for evaluating a total
system response to rising carbon dioxide emissions, including
interactions between various component parts of the various
dynamic human and environmental subsystems.2
Regardless of the modeling approach, a fundamental challenge
to this enterprise is uncertainty. Scientists cannot definitely
state that certain pollution levels will lead to particular im-
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pacts, which means that the consequences for humans could
be much less or much more severe than the median estimate.
For example, the loss of a forest to pine-bark-beetle infestation
removes those trees from their role in sequestering carbon
dioxide and purifying air, but the root system from the same
forest might also have been helping to filter and clean water
used by downstream human populations, or might have prevented landslides. In addition, the forest might have harbored
vegetation used in medicines. The total loss in this example
is not simple; a single loss (i.e., the loss of forest) might lead
to multiple unexpected effects (i.e., air-quality impacts, loss
of clean water, and future landslides), the nature and cost of
which we are currently uncertain.

2. Why Estimate the Social Cost of Carbon?
Executive Orders since 1981 have required that proposed federal regulations undergo review by the White House’s Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) prior to being proposed and
prior to adoption.3 For “significant rules”, the review must be
accompanied by a formal Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA).
One required part of the RIA is a Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA),
which attempts to gauge whether a particular regulation is
economically efficient by looking at the benefits (in economics
language, the avoided costs) relative to the estimated costs of
complying with the regulation.
The Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA)
within OMB manages the two-stage review process, acting
essentially as traffic cop, with the authority to send a regulation back to the agency for revisions or reconsideration when
the regulation is deemed not to “comport with the Executive
Order’s principles and the President’s priorities.”4
Broadly, the SCC informs policymakers from a cost-efficiency
point of view how stringent to make regulations, by providing
them with a figure that purports to estimate the monetary
value of the damages caused by each additional tonne of CO2
put into the atmosphere. In the review of federal regulations
involving greenhouse gas emissions, the SCC estimates the
benefits side of the cost-benefit equation. From that perspective, to conserve limited resources, society as a whole should
not pay any more for these restrictions than is justified by the
benefits received from compliance with the regulation. Thus,
regulators seek to determine whether greenhouse emission
standards for cars, which might cost $10 per tonne of reduced
emissions, for example, will bring about benefits from reduced
emissions that are worth that cost or more.5
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Given the importance placed on the economic efficiency of
regulatory decisions, the social cost of carbon could have a
major impact upon the U.S. government’s approach toward
combating climate change.

3. How Does the SCC Influence U.S. Government
Policy Decisions?
The SCC estimates used by the federal government before
2009 were expressed as a range of numbers, and not applied
consistently. Different values were used in different rulemakings, even within the same agency.6 For instance, the Department of Energy in a 2008 regulation of air conditioners and
heat pumps estimated that the SCC was in the range of $0
and $20 per tonne but then failed to include this estimate in
its cost-benefit analysis, arguing that the proposed regulation
passed a cost-benefit test regardless of the SCC.7
In 2009, the Obama Administration created an interagency
working group (IWG) to standardize the estimate of SCC to
be used across federal agencies as they conduct Regulatory
Impact Analyses.8 The working group included the EPA, the
Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Energy, Transportation, and Treasury, and six other federal bodies.9 Using modeling developed by economists and other analyses and tools
described in detail in the following sections, the IWG panel
report recommended a range of SCC values—$5, $21, $35,
and $65 (in 2007 dollars)—per tonne of carbon dioxide with
the intent that these values be used in individual rulemakings
across government involving the regulation of CO2.10 $21 is
the “central number” and carries the most weight in analysis.
So far these SCC values have been used in the Regulatory
Impact Analysis for DOT/EPA rules imposing miles-per-gallon
automobile fleet standards (CAFE) and Department of Energy
regulations concerning energy efficiency standards.11
The interagency working group produced a range of numbers
to reflect the fact that numerous important judgments must be
made to calculate the SCC for any given rulemaking. The first
three values reflect the use of three different discount rates (as
discussed below, the choice of discount rate is controversial; the
IWG sidestepped the issue by using three); the fourth shows
the cost of worst-case impacts.12 The IWG does not instruct
federal agencies which discount rate to use, suggesting $21
per tonne of CO2 as the “central” value but emphasizing “the
importance of considering the full range.”13
To put the U.S. numbers in perspective, when the U.K. government last calculated the SCC in 200914, its analysis yielded a
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Box 2

The Stern Review

Box 3

In 2006, the U.K. government released a report from Sir Nicholas
Stern, the Head of the Government Economic Service and former
World Bank chief economist. The influential report reviewed the
potential impacts of climate change and the economics of climate
policy. Although its scope was much more wide-ranging than that
of U.S. efforts to calculate a social cost of carbon, the report did
include an estimated central number social cost of carbon of $85
per tonne of CO2.1 The reasons for the wide disparity between SCC
calculations are discussed in Section 4.c below.
Note
1.		 Nicholas Stern, The Economics of Climate Change
xiv, 287 (2007). $85/tonne is the Stern review number based on
business-as-usual projections, year 2000 prices. Id.

range of $41–$124 per tonne of CO2 with a central value of $83.15
The U.K. analysis used very different assumptions, including a
much lower discount rate. Their resulting central value supports
regulation four times as stringent as the U.S. central value.
In other words, the impact of the IWG’s 2009 SCC calculation
on federal policy and U.S. climate actions is substantial. With
an SCC estimate of $21, only rules that, when implemented,
would cost less than $21 per tonne of CO2 reduced would be
considered economically efficient. Economists Frank Ackerman and Elizabeth Stanton of the Stockholm Environment
Institute point out that the U.S. central SCC number in 2010
translates to roughly 20 cents per gallon of gasoline, in their
view “far too small a price incentive to prompt substantive
mitigation measures.”16

4. How Is the Social Cost of Carbon Estimated?
The SCC is estimated using complex economic models that
seek to mimic or approximate the real-world factors that impose both costs and benefits on society, and thereby to examine
the economic processes at play. The basic unit of emissions
for the SCC calculation is a metric ton (tonne) of CO2.17 U.S.
residents emitted on average 21 tonnes of CO2 per person in
2005, as shown in Figure 1.18
Across the United States, one tonne of CO2 is emitted, on
average, by:19
• a family car every two and half months;
• a household’s use of heating and cooking fuel every four
months (if energy use were spread equally throughout
the year and throughout the country);20
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Optimal Carbon Price or Shadow Price

In an estimation distinct from the SCC, economists may also try to
calculate the optimal carbon price to achieve a given policy objective. In the economists’ toolbox, this reflects a preference to use
price (for example, a tax rather than direct regulation) to reduce society’s use of carbon dioxide. The model on which they work is the
“rational economic actor”—someone whose actions are predicated
on weighing the relative costs and benefits of different options
and making a choice entirely based on these values (other relevant
values reflecting other perspectives might include ethics, science,
or political feasibility). Thus, they ask: what is the optimal price to
change behavior—the rate that would cost the economy no more
in reduced productivity than the climate damage it would prevent.
Estimates of the Optimal Carbon Price are being deployed by U.K.
decisionmakers who want to understand how much it will cost to
reduce a tonne of carbon dioxide to the levels their policy requires.
This is a similar exercise to determining the price that carbon
should trade at in carbon markets. The United Kingdom has shifted
to this approach and away from the SCC because domestically, and
as part of the European Union, it is committed to achieving 20%
GHG reductions below 1990 levels by 2020.1
The United Kingdom has a clear policy objective and is estimating
the costs and benefits of carrying it out. In contrast, the United States
has no official greenhouse gas emissions reduction requirements
(except for the presidential commitment made in Copenhagen to
reduce emissions 17% by 2020) and must justify action, regulation by
regulation, based on cost-benefit analysis, using the SCC.
Note
1.		 The U.K. government pledged in May 2011 to adopt a carbon
budget of 50% emissions cut averaged across the years 2023
to 2027, compared with 1990 levels, but this has yet to be enshrined in law.

• a household’s use of electricity every six weeks;
• a microwave oven in typical use for seven years or a refrigerator for 15 months.
These are only a small sampling of the vast array of human
activities that contribute to GHG emissions. Given their ubiquitous nature, efforts to reduce GHG emissions will impose
costs on society, the extent of which is debated. These include
the price of new energy technologies and more efficient appliances, vehicles, and heating and cooling systems, as well as
the costs of replacing or upgrading existing infrastructure (for
example, to replace or retire coal-burning power plants). Some
households may face higher electricity bills; drivers may face
higher costs of transportation and decide to switch to alternative forms of transport.
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FIGURE 1

Percentage Emissions per
U.S. Resident, by Sector, 2005

that temperature rises equally around the globe, even though
there will be differences geographically; or that there will be
a rise in average temperatures, rather than calculating the
number of days above a temperature threshold and its potential
impact for some major crops.22

a. How do the SCC Models Work?

Other: 
Industry, retail,
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46%

The particular models used for calculating SCC are called
“integrated assessment models” (IAMs). They attempt to incorporate knowledge from a number of fields of study, such as
engineering, technology, behavior, and climate science, with
the ultimate purpose of deciding whether particular climate
change policies are economically efficient in the context of a
cost-benefit analysis. The IAM uses mathematical formulas to
simulate the relationships between economic activity, measures
to control emissions, and the desired environmental outcomes.
In so doing, it facilitates the estimation of benefits (the SCC)
as well as the comparison of the costs and benefits of emission
changes in monetary terms.

Transportation
33%

Residential
Electricity
15%

Home heating
and cooling
6%
These changes will also produce benefits (and can be considered investments in energy productivity). As noted earlier,
economists define the benefits of reducing GHGs in terms of
the avoided damages to be incurred from climate change in
the future and estimate the social cost of carbon accordingly.21
For non-economists, this can be hard to grasp. Some of the
real-world costs avoided are relatively obvious, although
perhaps difficult to translate into monetary damages. These
include increasingly more intense floods and droughts, which
are producing corresponding increases in damage and costs, as
recorded by the insurance industry. However, since there have
always been floods and droughts, the challenge is to estimate
which of these can be connected to a changing climate. Where
it gets even harder is to identify and monetize the potential
wider, ripple-effect consequences of extreme weather events
such as famine, dislocation, mass migrations, civil instability,
potential conflicts, and wars. How can one price loss of life,
or cultures, such as those of small island states, that might be
displaced and possibly made extinct?
As discussed below, economists estimating these numbers
must, by necessity, simplify representations of impacts. Often,
they must use a proxy, which may not adequately calculate the
real harms being inflicted. For example, it is easier to assume
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The three models most prominently used by mainstream
economists and by the U.S. government’s interagency working
group to estimate social cost of carbon are DICE,23 PAGE,24
and FUND.25 Although there is some overlap between these
models, each uses its own methods to import the climate science to make estimations of “climate damage functions.” The
“climate damage function” is shorthand for estimating the
relationship between CO2 emissions and the damage caused,
in order to approximate how future damages might be reduced
if CO2 emissions fell.
Each modeler selects his or her own method to represent
each of the relevant factors. This requires many simplifying
assumptions.26 For example, it is common for models to simply
represent global climate change as an increase in global or regional average temperature. The more accurate, but harder to
implement, alternative would be to try to capture in the model
every detail of expected change in the climate system, and the
consequences of those changes. In other cases, modelers make
a variety of assumptions about the severity of the damages
from changing weather, trying to approximate details of the
dynamic process whereby natural systems interact on Earth
and the way carbon-cycle feedbacks have been distorted by
anthropogenic GHG emissions.
Making such approximations is difficult. The carbon cycle, for
example, naturally operates in a relatively balanced state, with
seasonal shifts moving carbon from the land to the atmosphere
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Box 4

Each of the IAMs tries to capture the carbon cycle, but with its
own approach to distilling the particular physical phenomena
into manageable bites for the model to digest.

IAMs and their Application Explained

“The user enters a set of economic parameters, including preexisting baseline projections of economic growth and technological
improvements, developed within the standard economic literature.
These projections include predictions of future greenhouse gas
emissions, which are a function of GDP and a society’s ‘carbon
intensity’: the amount of carbon a nation’s economy must generate
in order to produce wealth.

DICE assumes fixed rates of flow between major carbonsystem reservoirs (ocean, atmosphere, and biosphere) and
then totals impact estimates for six sectors into an aggregate
global estimate of damages. DICE also tries to account for unpredictable but possible abrupt climate changes. These might
include, for example, a shutdown of ocean currents responsible
for warming or cooling coastal regions of the continents, largescale melting of ice sheets leading to dramatic ocean level rise,
or the rapid release of methane from arctic permafrost regions,
which would further accelerate warming.

“From these projected emissions, the climate models predict
changes in the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. These . . . are in turn used to predict changes in temperature, and the models then project economic harms (in the form
of diminished worldwide GDP) from the expected temperature
increases . . . .

PAGE relies on reports from the IPCC. PAGE—and FUND—
attempt to capture the uncertainty of the science using a technique called Monte Carlo analysis.27 Its designers try to build
into the model the possibility that climate scientists have either
under or overestimated the impacts. They use probability
distributions (laypeople might understand this as essentially
a Bell curve, although there is theoretical work underway
examining whether the Bell curve is an appropriate way to
describe the probabilities) as a way of systematically addressing the likelihood of each effect happening. The 2002 version
of PAGE assumes a 1% chance of catastrophe, such as the
melting of a major ice sheet, should global temperatures rise
above 2 degrees C (3.6 degrees F) compared to preindustrial
levels. A newer version assumes a 10% chance of catastrophe
for the same threshold.28

“. . . In order to generate values for the social cost of carbon, the
Interagency Group ran the PAGE, DICE and FUND models
using standard baseline projections of economic growth and technological development . . . and determined the models’ predicted
effects of warming on GDP . . . . The Group then re-ran the same
models using the same baseline projections, but with one additional ton of carbon emissions, in order to determine the marginal
effect on global GDP of that additional unit of carbon. . . . [This]
is the social cost of carbon: the amount of money saved for every
marginal ton of atmospheric carbon that is not emitted.”1
Note
1.		 Jonathan S. Masur & Eric A. Posner, Climate Regulation and
the Limits of Cost-Benefit Analysis (John M. Olin Law & Econ.,
Working Paper No. 525, Pub. Law and Legal Theory, Working
Paper No. 315, 17 (August 2010), available at http://papers.ssrn.
com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1662147##.

and then back again. The ocean acts as a buffer, one that can
readily take up or release carbon, depending on the circumstances. However, with the rapid rise in CO2 emissions, as a
result of human activities, the balance has been significantly
disrupted. Ocean and land carbon sinks (also known as reservoirs) cannot absorb all the excess levels of CO2, leading to
rising concentrations in the atmosphere. Dynamic carbon-cycle
feedbacks can occur naturally or as a result of human influence
affecting the flow of carbon between the different reservoirs.
For example, because gases are less soluble in warmer liquids,
rising ocean temperatures may have the effect of slowing the
rate at which the ocean can take up CO2 from the overlying
air, leaving more CO2 in the atmosphere, which, in turn, raises
air temperatures and heats the ocean further.
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FUND includes sector- and region-specific calculations of
damage to agriculture, forestry, water resources, energy consumption, sea-level rise, ecosystems, and health. FUND does
not take abrupt, catastrophic changes such as those outlined
above into consideration.
It is beyond the scope of this guide to provide detailed comparisons of individual models, the factors they consider, and
how each approximates the potential damages from climate
change. Moreover, models are constantly updated to increase
their sophistication and to supplement the analysis.
However, important factors that all economic modelers should
consistently take into account if they are to be faithful to the
climate science include:
• the impacts of increased temperature from altering the
balance of incoming and outgoing energy in the Earth-
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atmosphere system as a result of rising concentrations of
greenhouse gases (“radiative forcing”)
• possible cooling effects (for example, certain pollutants
create a form of haze that reduces the warming impact
of the sun although they have harmful impacts on human
health)
• regional temperature effects (since, as noted, different
parts of the Earth may react in different ways)
• the possibility that changes in the climate system occur in
“nonlinear” ways via feedback cycles, tipping points, and/
or cascading effects that are irreversible
• economic as well as environmental and social impacts29
• the possibility of humans engaging in adaptive measures
to buffer or mitigate the impacts of an increasingly hotter
world, for example, engineering agriculture to survive in
changed environments
In sum, the models used by the federal government to estimate the SCC apply a variety of approaches to estimate the
economic harms that might be caused by climate change, with
each model adopting a unique approach. These models are
not always transparent, may not take into account catastrophic
climate change, contain many extrapolations and assumptions,
and do not factor in all aspects of climate science. 30

b. How Accessible Are the Assumptions Contained in the
Models?
A further complication in understanding and comparing models is that in some cases, such as DICE, the authors have made
the component parts, and the tools to run the model, publicly
accessible, whereas others are proprietary.
Still other models are essentially black boxes because of their
complexity and the obscure programming language used. For
example, the FUND model, which is growing in acceptance
as a standard for evaluation of climate economics, was until
recently run only by the model’s creator, Richard Tol, and his
coauthors. A recent effort by a group of researchers to deconstruct the FUND model revealed many of the unique features
that drive its outcomes.
Researchers learned, for example, that FUND assumes that
agriculture can tolerate huge temperature changes. In the case
of South America, FUND’s 95% confidence interval31 on the
ideal temperature for crop production extends to a wide swing
of 17 degrees C (30.6 degrees F) above and below historical levels. The model values cumulative damages including sea-level
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rise, storm damages, droughts and floods, human deaths and
diseases, extinction of species, and forced migration of huge
numbers of climate refugees at only $4 per tonne of CO2, with
water-supply problems and extinction of species accounting
for $2 per tonne of CO2. It excludes catastrophes, which could
include the collapse of major ice sheets, accelerated methane
releases from melting permafrost, collapse of rainforests, and
drastic changes in ocean currents. Reasonable people could
and do disagree with these conclusions. In other words, it is
as important to understand the assumptions behind a model
as it is to understand its final results.32

c. How Do SCC Models Handle Complexity and
Uncertainties?
The world that models seek to simulate is highly complex.
Consequently, many climate and economic change models
are also complex, and many simplifying assumptions are required. Constructing these models is not a mere mechanical
exercise. The modeler must make numerous judgments about
real-world behavior and how to represent it within the model.
The modeler must also distill the various elements down into
equations in order to compare one against another33 and to
capture interactions between different component parts.
As the model cannot include every possible factor in either
a real-world economy or a real physical world, the modeler
must make judgments about appropriate levels of detail, which
factors to include, and which to exclude. Likewise, because
important aspects of human behavior and the Earth system
are dynamic by nature, they are often unpredictable or difficult to represent accurately through the equations that make
up models. Among the challenges in any modeling exercise
(whether science or economics) is the possibility of surprises
and how they interact with other factors. Paul Slovic, a leading
researcher of risk perception, noted the difficulties of understanding the indirect consequences of an unexpected event.
He analogizes this to a stone dropped in a pond, which causes
ripples that expand outward to affect related areas.34
The degree of complexity of modeling to estimate the social
cost of carbon is further exacerbated by the complexities of
climate science, such as the potential for unexpected events
(cascading effects, feedback loops, tipping points) that are
largely unpredictable based on our current knowledge. Nevertheless, the SCC cannot be reliably calculated without making
some attempt to understand the climate system and to estimate
the possible impacts that changes to that system could have on
human life (including to the “ecosystem services” that serve
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and support human development and sustenance and the other
forms of life on Earth35).
Critics of economic modeling have expressed concern about
the way economists filter the significant complexities of Earth
and human systems and the inherent uncertainties in them.
Scientists MacCracken and Richardson, for example, point to
problems “inherent to the complexity of the Earth system,”
which they think very difficult if not impossible to capture in
the context of an IAM.36 As they summarize, these include:
1. challenges arising from characteristics of the atmospheric, oceanic, cryospheric, and biospheric components of
the climate system, including limits in scientific understanding of how to project the future climate
2. challenges arising from the interactions of [people and
institutions] with the climate system37
Climate science informs what impacts emissions are likely to
have on the natural world, and the potential for damage to
human society. But climate science is itself a dynamic process.
Climate scientists try continually to improve their understanding through research, observations, and models specific to the
disciplines that make up climate science.
To point to one example, a warmer atmosphere and ocean are
causing the summer Arctic sea ice to melt. Scientists know
this is happening (although the evidence for erosion from a
warming ocean has been fairly recent).38 However, because this
is an event outside of previous human experience and direct
instrumental measurement, scientists cannot know ahead of
time the pace at which future melting will occur, much less the
impacts on other natural systems that an ice-free Arctic Ocean
might cause. Estimates in 2004 were that the Arctic would be
ice free in the summer of 2100; current estimates predict this
could happen much earlier, some say as early as this decade.39
And, it remains to be seen what additional changes to the
climate system result from associated radiative forcing—for
example, the impacts of increasingly larger areas of dark ocean
replacing white sea ice, and how this might affect other parts
of the climate system.40
Another degree of complexity is found in the difficulty of estimating particular damages that are not usually monetized—for
example, the loss of endangered species and of certain kinds
of vegetation. The defining image in the popular psyche is
the polar bear, but other arctic species such as seals are also
endangered. And a number of species more directly connected
to natural resources that allow humans to grow food are be8
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ing disrupted by climate change.41 The loss of such species is
inherent but also connected with other losses that are difficult
to quantify.
Another example is the impact of extreme weather—for example, severe flooding in prime agricultural areas that washes
out crops and reduces or delays production or shifts it to more
climate-tolerant places. There are hundreds of such examples,
some of which involve plants and animals, others that involve
human lives and communities. Moreover, since humans have
always experienced extreme weather events, it is scientifically
dubious to attribute any single weather event to a changing
climate system. This in itself introduces additional complexities of analysis.
The intellectual puzzle for economists calculating the SCC
is how to attach a numeric value to this loss, or to the costs
avoided should species survive or even relocate, or should
weather cause major changes in the way humans produce food.
Even tougher are the methodological challenges associated
with monetizing what economists call nonuse environmental
benefits. People who may never visit the Himalayas might still
be troubled aesthetically or from a geopolitical point of view
if glaciers melt. Simply because this is so hard to value, there
are benefit categories that get left out in SCC estimates or are
valued very conservatively.42
None of these are uncertainties about whether climate change
is happening. Rather, they are uncertainties in calculating the
speed of change. Some science projections relating to climate
change have been conservative (reflecting the complexity of
analysis) and have subsequently been contradicted by experience, such as the swiftly accelerating melt rate for summer
Arctic ice.43
In truth, human beings have not been very good at predicting
either natural or human-made disasters, and therefore have
not been prepared for them. The world has recently seen
significant examples of miscalculation of risk. In Japan, highly
qualified people made calculations of risk of an earthquake,
and of a tsunami, but they did not fully understand how the
two might work together, and they did not predict a severe
enough earthquake or a devastating enough tsunami.
In short, economists who model the SCC must grapple with
hugely complex systems and exceptional levels of uncertainty,
translating many natural and human variables into monetary
values that represent the benefits of acting to control the
growth of greenhouse gas emissions. This situation confronts
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them with a moving target, as climate scientists are continually learning more about how the natural world is responding
to the constantly changing array of human influences. The
effort through IAMs to impose order on a rapidly evolving
set of observations, facts, and data should not obscure the
significance of the uncertainties and assumptions inherent
in these calculations, and the monetization in these models
should be understood within this context as a wide-ranging
estimate of costs.

d. Why Is the Discount Rate So Important?44
A key variable in calculating the social cost of carbon is the
“discount rate.” Also known as the “rate of time preference,”
the discount rate reflects the challenge of capturing the time
factor in climate policy.
There are three assumptions built into the discount rate: that
humans prefer to receive benefits in the present rather than
the future; that future generations will be richer and a dollar
is worth less to them as a result; and that there are a variety of
investment options for any given sum of money. In addressing
climate change, it is an unfortunate truth that the costs of reducing greenhouse gas emissions (“mitigation”) must typically
begin earlier, while the benefits—in the form of catastrophes
or costs avoided—accrue many years, decades, and even centuries in the future. Economic analyses sum the costs current
generations might impose on themselves to benefit future
generations in the form of a discount rate. The IWG selected
discount rates of 2.5 to 5% a year.
The discount rate represents the value of a certain future
quantity, translated into today’s dollars.45 Because money earns
interest, if one assumes a growing economy with a 6% interest
rate—a rate that hasn’t been seen in quite a long time—and
no inflation, one can expect an investment of $100 to have
increased to $106 after one year. Thus a cost of $106 next
year is equivalent to $100 today. Other ways of expressing this
concept are the present value or the time value of money. It
makes a big difference to the SCC, and its policy application,
which interest rate or discount rate is used. RFF’s Burtraw
and Sterner provide a vivid example:
At a discount rate of one percent, the discounted value of
$1 million 300 years [from today] is around $50,000 today.
But if the discount rate is five percent, the [current]. . .
value is less than a mere 50 cents.46
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This range of discount rates, which span those commonly used
in calculating the SCC, leads to differences in net present value
after 300 years that vary by a factor of 100,000.
In the calculation of costs, benefits, and the SCC, the choice
of discount rate has enormous impact, influencing whether
economists recommend to invest today or much later. From
the policy perspective of the economists who value this calculation, the higher the discount rate, the less significant future
costs become. The choice of discount rate for investments in
managing greenhouse gas emissions, following publication of
the Stern Review, ignited intense debates in the economics
profession.47 Stern used a low discount rate, approximately
1.4%. By contrast, William Nordhaus, a professor at Yale University, currently uses a discount rate of about 3% in calculating
SCC.48 Three percent values an environmental cost or benefit
occurring 25 years in the future at about half as much as the
same benefit today.
The school of thought represented by Nordhaus looks at the
evidence that successive generations have been increasingly
wealthier and questions why current “poorer” people should
in effect reduce their own standard of living and consumption
patterns to essentially subsidize future generations. They assume that our progeny will be more able to carry the financial
burden (and possibly that future generations will invent technology that we cannot currently imagine).
An underlying assumption is a continually growing economy.
The higher discount rate that Nordhaus and his followers advocate shifts more of the burden to future generations, supported
by the belief that real rates of return indicate that the world
in the future will be better able to make climate investments.
Another approach drawn from this perspective argues that
current generations should invest money rather than purchase
the technology that would today start the process of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. The return on those investments
would then be applied in the future to mitigation activities.49
The difficulty with this argument is that, as climate change
science becomes increasingly concerning, it becomes a weaker
bet that future generations will be better off.50 If they are not,
lower or negative discount rates are justified.51 A high discount
rate also requires another risky wager, namely that engineers
and technicians will know how to roll back challenging impacts
of climate change, such as the thawing of the Greenland ice
sheets. Even if future generations are richer, they will be stuck
with the physical world we bequeath them.
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Applying a low discount rate represents a judgment not to defer
these decisions and their related costs to future generations,
despite the general assumption that a dollar is worth more
today than a dollar tomorrow. Those in favor of a low discount
rate point out the unusual nature of climate change. Thus,
they focus on the need to set a ceiling now and then to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions to avoid atmospheric concentrations
rising to levels that might trigger unpredictable and unsolvable
catastrophes farther down the road.
But the choice of discount rates involves myriad social and
moral judgments, not simple economic calculations. OMB has
acknowledged this in guidance on using discount rates, which
provides that “it may not be appropriate for society to demonstrate a similar [time] preference when deciding between
the well-being of current and future generations.”52 Richard
Howarth of Dartmouth College explains why we should care
about this somewhat arcane discussion among economists and
why it is important to make explicit the consequences of using
particular discount rates. As he points out, if countries were to
use the discount rates advocated by Nordhaus, “[g]reenhouse
gas emission [would] be allowed to grow at a robust rate.”53
Economists wrestling with these issues admit that many of
the elements that either are or ought to be considered to rank
the desirability of action against climate change, and at what
level, require “normative” judgments; one example is how we
weigh the welfare of future generations compared to our own.
But many of these value judgments are deeply engrained in
the approach neoclassic economics54 takes to analysis. Decisionmakers outside the profession, and indeed the public, if
they entered the debate, might make different assumptions
about the present generation’s responsibility to future generations and their assumed relative wealth. What may make this
conversation particularly confusing to people who don’t work
with these tools on a daily basis is that the analysis results in
a mathematical “answer” comparing benefits and costs, potentially masking the large number of judgments made in the
estimation process. It is vital that the SCC be understood with
these significant limitations and caveats in mind.

5. What Roles Should SCC and/or Cost-Benefit
Analysis Play in Assessing Climate Policy Options?
The discussion above identifies important caveats about
various factors employed in IAMs to estimate the SCC. The
objections of various climate scientists, expressed in the
literature and also in recent workshops conducted by the
U.S. Department of Energy and the Environmental Protec10
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tion Agency, have encouraged some economic modelers to
undertake efforts to try to improve the ways their models
incorporate climate science.55 It remains to be seen whether
these improvements will produce a more reliable set of numbers to inform OMB review.
In addition, a deeper general critique is surfacing of the very
use of these models in the context of assessing and making
climate-change policy. Three examples follow.
Economist Frank Ackerman and lawyer Lisa Heinzerling have
long questioned the use of cost-benefit analysis to inform environmental policymaking in general.56 More recently, Ackerman
critiqued these tools as applied to climate change, including
how the basic tools are used to calculate SCC57:
Cost-benefit analysis assumes that costs and benefits can
be expressed in monetary terms with a reasonable degree
of confidence . . . The benefits of environmental protection, however, are generally more difficult to quantify. In
the case of climate change, economists confront a double
problem: the benefits of mitigation are both unpredictable
and unpriceable.58
University of Chicago Law School professors Jonathan S.
Masur and Eric A. Posner, in Climate Regulation and the Limits of Cost-Benefit Analysis, approach current practices from
another angle, criticizing the methods used to calculate the
SCC, and examining the relationship between cost-benefit
analysis and politics.59 They conclude that policy responses to
climate change—far from being “data driven” decisions—are
inherently political questions “involving contested normative
issues.”60 Policymakers, they argue, will have to find alternative
tools when those questions predominate.61 They recommend
that cost-benefit analysis be reserved for situations that are
politically neutral “in the sense of drawing on widely shared
intuitions about human well-being.”62
Finally, Harvard economics professor Martin Weitzman has
systematically called into question the adequacy of cost-benefit
analysis, including its component, SCC, as a tool to examine
climate-policy alternatives. His initial work focused on the
so-called “fat tail.”63 In climate science, the fat tail is the right
edge of a distribution of, for example, potential temperature
variations caused by climate change. Economists often cut off
both extreme sides of the curve (5% on each side) for convenience of analysis. But Weitzman says the fat tail is where they
should be looking carefully, because it expresses the probability
of extreme events.
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Standard [cost-benefit] analysis trims off the worst-case
outcomes with less than a one in twenty chance of happening . . . but Weitzman tells us that seemingly remote
possibility is exactly where we should be looking—because
the costs are so high they overwhelm other elements of
the cost-benefit analysis.64
Thus, Weitzman questions whether standard economic models can provide sound advice on the kinds of decisions that
policymakers must make about greenhouse gas emissions. In
a 2010 paper, Weitzman appeared to question the very use
of cost-benefit analysis for evaluating climate-change policy,
arguing for a broader public debate on the subject:
In my opinion, economists need to emphasize more openly
to the policy makers, the politicians, and the public that,
while formal climate-change [benefit-cost analysis] may
be helpful, there is a danger of possible overconfidence
from undue reliance on subjective judgments about the
probabilities and welfare impacts of extreme events.65

Conclusion
U.S. federal agencies are required to conduct a Regulatory
Impact Analysis to monetize the anticipated costs and benefits
of their proposed actions. In terms of rulemaking related to
climate change, the SCC essentially puts a de facto ceiling
on the stringency of executive-branch regulation of carbon
dioxide. If analyses of specific rules produce SCC figures
indicating the rule might impose costs outside the range currently established as acceptable by the federal government
interagency working group, namely greater than $65 per tonne
of carbon dioxide at the high end, the regulatory agency faces a
tough burden of intra-governmental persuasion. In such cases,
the choice of SCC can result in weaker control of greenhouse
gases, although some advocates for SCC estimates argue that
a low positive value is better than zero and can help improve
the ambition of a regulation.
The judgments of the IWG—$5, $21, $35, and $65 (in 2007
dollars) per tonne of carbon dioxide—appear on their face to
be very concrete. The difficulty with these seemingly rigorous
numbers is that they mask a series of choices and value judgments made by the people who run the economic models that
produce the final figures.
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How these models assess future damages and harms that
might occur from climate change is a major issue. Climate
scientists research the damage that increasing temperatures
and their consequences are imposing on all facets of nature,
a uniquely complex undertaking. The economic models essentially selectively filter the climate science, and translate
it into numerical representations. An incomplete list of these
judgments includes:
• which parts of climate science to factor into the model
and at what level of severity
• whether to use a discount rate and what rate to use
• how to account for potentially “catastrophic” climatic
events
• how to identify and monetize potential consequences of
climate change such as loss of species, mass migrations,
spread of disease, and agricultural disruptions and shifts
Perhaps the most important and debated judgment made by
modelers is the selection of the discount rate. The IWG selected discount rates of 2.5 to 5% a year. At 3%, a damage that
is valued today at $100 in damages shrinks to as little as $5 in a
century, suggesting those costs will be less onerous to people
in 100 years,66 and discouraging current regulatory action.
The opacity of the SCC calculation process risks giving policymakers and stakeholders the impression that the numbers
are more reliable than they actually are. The assumptions
behind the calculation of SCC are not always transparent to
policymakers, climate scientists, the public, and sometimes
even other economists and economic modelers.
It is a seductive idea that SCC and cost-benefit analysis produce precise numbers backed by hard science. In truth, no
single value should be accepted by policymakers unless all
the assumptions and choices that underpin the calculation are
transparent and well understood. Otherwise the regulatory
process risks being held hostage to choices made by unelected
experts, rather than grappling with the inherently political and
ethical questions posed by climate-change policy.
One way to remedy this problem is through more robust dialogue between economists developing the SCC and climate
scientists and others working to understand the damages that
climate change is imposing. Climate and social scientists should
have a direct role in the SCC calculation process.67
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